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Abstract
We propose a new contextual-compositional
neural network layer1 that handles out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words in natural language
processing (NLP) tagging tasks. This layer
consists of a model that attends to both the
character sequence and the context in which
the OOV words appear. We show that our
model learns to generate task-specific and
sentence-dependent OOV word representa-
tions without the need for pre-training on an
embedding table, unlike previous attempts. We
insert our layer in the state-of-the-art tagging
model of Plank et al. (2016) and thoroughly
evaluate its contribution on 23 different lan-
guages on the task of jointly tagging part-of-
speech and morphosyntactic attributes. Our
OOV handling method successfully improves
performances of this model on every language
but one to achieve a new state-of-the-art on the
Universal Dependencies Dataset 1.4.
1 Introduction
The use of distributed word embeddings such as
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), Polyglot (Al-
Rfou et al., 2013), and ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),
is widespread across NLP tasks such as part of
speech tagging (POS) (Ling et al., 2015) and mor-
phosyntactic attribute tagging (MORPH) (Cot-
terell and Schütze, 2015).
Several of these embeddings databases have
been trained on fixed size vocabulary corpus such
as Wikipedia2. When working on a downstream
NLP task, systems relying on such embeddings be-
come exposed to words that are not available in the
embeddings database (out-of-vocabulary words,
OOV). This problem becomes more acute when
considering deployment of a pre-trained model
1https://github.com/ngarneau/
contextual-mimick
2https://dumps.wikimedia.org
into production. Improperly handling OOV words
results in mapping words to embeddings with very
low information, leading to reduced performance
(Goldberg, 2017). The OOV problem is even more
pronounced in low-resource languages, where we
have limited access to a training dataset. For exam-
ple, in our setting, 35% of the words of the Basque
language miss an embedding. Using our model re-
sults in a 5% increase in OOV POS accuracy on
this language.
The main contribution of this work is a new
contextual-compositional model that learns along-
side a sequence tagging neural network to gen-
erate useful task-specific and sentence-dependent
word representations for OOV words. It uses one
BiLSTM that generates a hidden representation for
each character and another one for the words of the
context. We apply an attention mechanism on each
set of hidden representations that selects useful
components to generate a final OOV word repre-
sentation, which can then be used as a regular word
embedding by the state-of-the-art tagging model.
We test this model on several languages and pro-
vide a thorough analysis of the results. For a fair
and meaningful comparison of our contribution,
we employ a similar setup as Pinter et al. (2017)
and Zhao et al. (2018), using the Polyglot embed-
dings (Al-Rfou et al., 2013), the same subset of the
Universal Dependencies 1.4 corpus and the same
tagging model (Plank et al., 2016). We evaluate
our predicted word representations extrinsically on
tasks of POS and MORPH tagging.
2 Related work
Handling out-of-vocabulary words has been an ac-
tive field of research in the last few years. A naïve
and simple way to handle OOV words is to assign
it a random embedding, or to train a specific “un-
known” embedding. Goldberg (2017) emphasize
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that these methods have underestimated problems.
The Fasttext model (Bojanowski et al., 2016)
tackles this problem by modeling rare words as a
bag of n-grams of characters. While this repre-
sentation may capture morphological phenomena
such as suffixes and prefixes, it could not character-
ize properly the meaning of some words. For ex-
ample, the homograph bank can mean a “business
that provides financial services” or a “land along
the side of a river or lake” depending on the con-
text, which cannot be inferred by its characters.
Pinter et al. (2017) proposed the Mimick model,
which is a recurrent neural network trained on the
character level using pre-trained embeddings such
as Polyglot (Al-Rfou et al., 2013) as the objective.
Once trained, the model can be used to predict
word embeddings more useful than random em-
beddings for downstream NLP tasks. A variant of
Mimick called Bag of Substring (Zhao et al., 2018,
BoSS) replaces the character sequence with a de-
composition of the word into Fasttext-style “bags
of substrings”, whose representations are averaged
to predict word embeddings. However, this model
also requires to be pre-trained on an embedding ta-
ble before it can be used in a downstream task, and
it does not take into account the context.
Recently, Schick and Schütze (2018) proposed
an approach similar to Mimick and BoSS, but their
model takes into account the context of a given
word. Given a huge body of text and a large em-
bedding table, they gather every context in which
a particular word appears to compute an aggre-
gated contextual representation for a word, mak-
ing it as close as possible to its representation in
the embedding table. This approach also gener-
ate a non-contextual representation for a particular
OOV. The ELMo architecture proposed by Peters
et al. (2018), which leverages the morphology and
the context, easily handles OOV words, but again,
only given a large amount of training data.
In our setting, we specifically tackle the case
where large-scale training data and resources are
limited, such as foreign languages or specialized
fields. We emphasize that our model does not ne-
cessitate a pre-training step to learn to generate
OOV representation, as in (Pinter et al., 2017) and
(Schick and Schütze, 2018), where amapping from
aword to its pre-trained embedding is learned. Our
model instead learns to generate OOV word repre-
sentations along with the target task’s neural archi-
tecture and the corresponding training data.
3 Generating and Interpreting
Embeddings for OOVWords
Our model aims to generate useful representations
for OOV words as a substitute for embeddings,
which depend on a specific NLP task. Bearing
this in mind, we first introduce our contextual-
compositional OOV handling model, followed by
the network that is used to perform the task, and
finally the training details.
3.1 Modeling OOVWords
Themodel we propose to handle a word not present
in the pre-trained vocabulary uses the characters of
that particular word, as well as the context in which
it appears. For each target OOV word, a context
window of n words is first mapped to their Poly-
glot embeddings of dimension 64. If another OOV
word appears in the context, a random embedding
is assigned to it. We assume that the impact of
suchwords is negligible most of the time for a large
enough context window, so we take up to a total of
n ≤ 40 words surrounding the target OOV word.
A Bidirectional Long Short TermMemorymod-
ule (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997, BiL-
STMs) is applied on the context and generates n
hidden states h of dimension 256 (each direction
has a hidden state of 128). The OOV word that
is the subject of the prediction is simply skipped
by the BiLSTM. The attention mechanism, which
is essentially a linear layer, is applied and out-
puts a score vector s of n components. These
scores are then transformed into a distributionα =
softmax(s). A vector representation of the context
is computed by taking the weighted average of the
hidden states, as c =
∑n
i=1 αihi. This procedure
is depicted in the top left part of Figure 1.
A similar procedure is applied to the characters
of the target OOV word, which yields a vector rep-
resentation w, as shown in the right part of Fig-
ure 1. Characters embeddings are set to be of 20
components. We then concatenatew and c to form
a vector representation of 512 components which
is fed to a two-layer linear network separated by a
tanh activation function to obtain the final pre-
dicted word representation p. The first layer has
shape 512×64, then the second has shape 64×64.
This vector representation p is then used in the
downstream task’s neural network as an “embed-
ding” for the OOV word. The bottom part of Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the process.
Language OOV%
POS MORPH
All OOV All OOV
Rand. BoSS Mim. Ours Rand. Mim. Ours Rand. BoSS Mim. Ours Rand. Mim. Ours
Kazakh 21% 79.0 75.8 82.1 85.1 56.8 80.2 77.8 60.8 24.0 64.5 66.1 35.6 47.5 54.2
Tamil 16% 82.9 77.4 86.7 87.7 62.1 82.2 86.1 87.9 76.2 90.1 91.9 70.3 80.7 87.4
Latvian 11% 89.3 87.2 90.1 91.6 61.4 71.7 79.9 83.4 67.6 84.7 87.4 61.7 67.8 79.9
Vietnamese 22% 88.2 84.6 88.9 90.0 75.7 77.9 80.6 - - - - - - -
Hungarian 12% 93.7 92.2 94.4 95.0 77.6 86.1 91.0 90.7 83.6 89.3 90.9 79.7 85.2 90.5
Turkish 15% 93.4 89.0 94.2 95.2 80.6 88.3 90.8 94.1 82.6 94.4 95.3 89.8 92.0 94.6
Greek 18% 97.7 96.5 98.1 98.5 85.2 90.2 92.4 96.5 93.4 97.0 97.4 83.6 92.0 93.7
Bulgarian 9% 97.9 97.1 98.2 98.6 89.2 92.9 95.1 97.3 91.5 97.6 98.1 91.5 94.2 95.6
Swedish 9% 96.3 94.5 97.1 97.6 87.8 94.1 96.5 95.8 93.0 96.8 97.4 86.7 92.4 95.2
Basque 35% 93.8 91.3 94.6 95.8 74.3 82.7 87.5 92.6 82.0 93.5 95.1 79.5 85.3 88.8
Russian 17% 95.7 94.8 96.6 97.2 86.2 91.3 93.0 92.7 91.5 93.5 94.9 79.9 86.1 88.3
Danish 8% 95.8 94.7 96.3 96.5 77.6 85.6 86.8 95.4 92.7 96.3 97.1 73.0 83.1 87.5
Indonesian 19% 93.0 91.5 93.5 93.4 86.2 91.1 91.0 - - - - - - -
Chinese 70% 92.5 83.5 92.8 93.0 88.2 89.2 89.2 88.2 79.0 87.9 88.9 89.1 87.3 89.1
Persian 2% 96.7 95.7 97.0 97.2 70.1 79.8 82.2 96.2 91.8 96.7 96.9 61.4 78.4 83.6
Hebrew 9% 95.7 95.7 96.0 96.2 86.9 90.5 91.8 95.0 90.3 95.1 95.7 88.2 92.2 94.1
Romanian 27% 96.6 95.6 97.2 97.3 85.9 90.8 91.4 97.5 94.2 97.9 98.2 90.8 94.5 95.6
English 4% 94.4 93.2 94.8 95.3 72.9 79.9 84.3 96.3 94.7 96.5 96.9 82.4 87.4 92.7
Arabic 27% 96.1 95.0 96.3 96.6 84.2 89.1 90.5 96.1 94.2 96.1 96.9 79.1 84.5 91.4
Hindi 4% 96.3 93.9 96.6 96.8 82.4 88.8 90.0 96.6 95.1 96.8 97.1 89.3 94.1 94.3
Italian 7% 97.5 96.4 97.7 97.9 92.8 95.9 96.2 98.2 96.4 98.4 98.7 92.8 96.5 97.9
Spanish 5% 94.7 95.9 94.9 95.3 77.0 80.9 82.8 97.2 95.4 97.1 98.0 71.8 78.2 81.7
Czech 11% 98.4 96.6 98.5 98.7 93.9 95.2 96.0 97.1 90.5 97.3 97.8 91.9 94.0 95.0
Average 16% 93.7 91.7 94.5 95.1 79.8 86.7 88.8 92.7 85.7 93.2 94.1 79.4 85.4 89.1
Table 1: Accuracy on part-of-speech tagging (POS) and Micro F1-Score on morphosyntactic attributes (MORPH)
on all words (All) and on the OOV words only (OOV) on the Universal Dependencies Dataset 1.4. In all cases,
the tagging net is Plank et al.’s model (without the special loss, which can explain discrepancies from the original
papers). We compare against randomly assigned embeddings (Rand.), Zhao et al.’s BoSS model and Pinter et al.’s
Mimick (Mim.). Zhao et al.’s results are those shown in his paper. Best in each category is highlighted in bold.
3.2 Neural Sequence Tagging
We test our OOV handling layer on the task of as-
signing part-of-speech tags and morphosyntactic
attributes to every word in a sentence. We insert
our layer in the state-of-the-art model proposed
by Plank et al., which is the same as in (Pinter
et al., 2017). The procedure is outlined in Fig-
ure 2, where the OOV handling layer can either
be our model or any other. Each word is repre-
sented by its pre-trained embeddings (purple boxes
(w)) from Polyglot or a random embedding (red
box (o)). Our sentence-dependent model handles
OOV (“enron” in the figure) by outputting a pre-
dicted substitute embedding (green box (p)). All
other words keep their corresponding Polyglot em-
bedding. Themodel of Plank et al. is used (without
the correction to the loss to properly evaluate the
impact of the OOV handling method) to assign a
tag to each word in the sentence. We used 23 lan-
guages of the the Universal Dependencies dataset
(1.4) (De Marneffe et al., 2014) as a benchmark to
evaluate the different configurations.
3.3 Training
A consequence of the proposed approach is that
our model removes the need for a separate pre-
training step as in previous work (Pinter et al.,
2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Schick and Schütze,
2018), since it learns how to generate context-
dependent and task-specific representations using
the sequence tagging task. Thus, we are not using
the set of pre-trained embeddings as a signal at all
as proposed in previous architectures making the
overall training procedure simpler. The only signal
our model receives is from the downstream tags.
Because the model can only learn from OOV
words, it may be possible that the number of OOV
words in the training set is not sufficient to train
properly. To solve this problem, we sample k
words from the vocabulary V at each mini-batch
during training and let our architecture predict
their embeddings. This way our model receives a
decent amount of gradient needed to update prop-
erly the parameters. Moreover, this approach can
be seen asword dropout (Goldberg, 2017), making
the network more resilient to noisy data. In our ex-
e
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Figure 2: The sequence tagging neural net and where
our model stands.
periments, we set k to be 15% of |V|.
We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) as the
optimizer, a mini-batch size of 32 examples and a
normal Kaiming distribution (He et al., 2015) to
initialize properly the network’s parameters.
4 Results and discussion
We experiment on the same subset of 23 languages
of the Universal Dependencies corpus as Pinter
et al. (2017) for a fair comparison. We compare
our model with three other OOV handling meth-
ods: random embeddings assignment (which is the
vanilla model proposed by Plank et al.), BoSS and
Mimick embeddings, which held the state of the art
on this dataset before us. It would be unfair to com-
pare against Schick and Schütze (2018) since our
setting does not provide enough training data. The
results are presented in Table 1, where we consid-
ered performance overall and over the OOV words
that are in the test set (but not in the training set),
which really shows the relevance of our model.
Our model performs better than the other OOV
handling methods on all languages but one on
both tasks. It has an average relative gain over
Mimick’s performances of 0.66% on the POS
task with highest gains on Kazakh (3.64%) and
Latvian (1.64%).The average relative gain on the
MORPH task is 1.02% with the highest on Lat-
vian (3.1%) and Kazakh (2.5%).The relative gains
are even more significant when looking only at the
OOV words POS accuracy (2.54%) and MORPH
F1-Score (4.84%). The highest gains on OOV
POS accuracy are Latvian (11.53%) and Basque
(5.8%).On the OOVMORPH F1-Score our model
has impressive gains on Latvian (17.86%) and
Kazakh (14.29%).
The fact that our model helps significantly in
languages where the OOV rate is high, such as
Basque and Arabic, shows that our model re-
ally provides useful word representations for OOV
words. Moreover, it is notable that our additional
layer allows a state-of-the-art model to gain in per-
formance even in languages where the OOV rate is
very low, like Persian and English, showing once
more the importance of handling properly OOV
words in NLP tasks. Since our model uses atten-
tion over the context and the characters of a partic-
ular OOV, we provide a visualization of the mech-
anism in the Appendix A.While there are morpho-
logical and contextual patterns emanating from the
visualization, their interpretation is unclear.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that leveraging the char-
acters of an unknown word and the context in
which it appears help to generate useful sentence-
dependent and task-specific representations for
NLP tagging tasks. Our layer with a simple at-
tention mechanism improved the performances of
the model on essentially every languages tested.
Moreover, our model can be seen as a drop-in em-
bedding layer without the need for pre-training on
a specific corpus and we seek to apply it in other
tasks in the future. Also, since its number of pa-
rameters does not grow with the vocabulary size,
we hope to use our model as a compression fac-
tor over the embedding table, similar to Ravi and
Kozareva (2018).
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A Visualization of the attention mechanism
To peek into the model internals, we inspect the weights from the attention mechanism which weighs
the hidden state associated each word of the context and each character of the OOV word. We observed
much difference in the behavior of the attention mechanism, which are generally consistent within each
language. Examples of some of these are shown in Table 23. We note that this visualization has been
produced on the joint POS and MORPH tagging task, and could thus hinder the interpretability in some
cases.
Some observed behaviors on the context include: focus spread variably on most of the words in the
sentence (English, Italian, Greek, Russian), focus on words in different position in the sentence (He-
brew, Spanish, Latvian, Turkish), focus on only a few words of the sentence (Arabic, Chinese). Similar
phenomena are witnessed for the characters composing the OOV word depending on the language.
Amongst the examples, the Latvian (LV) example presented in Table 2 is interesting morphologically.
Latvian has several declensions related to POS and to MORPH attributes, so it is natural that the attention
is aimed at the end of the OOV word, explaining why our model helps so much in tagging Latvian. A
similar observation can be made for Russian (RU), where the suffix -ого is important for determining the
genitive case (MORPH) of this adjective (POS) and it is well captured by the model, getting in total 30%
of the attention.
However, while some attention patterns can be interpreted, not all behaviors are easily understood.
Take for example Indonesian (ID). The capital letters at the beginning of the words are well captured by
the attention, however the context seems uninformative, where the attention is spread evenly on all the
words of the sentence. This may explain why the model performs comparably to other methods on this
language specifically.
KK: Жанына мылтық [ б а т қ а н д а ] , анасы қызын тастай берiп , алыса кеттi .
LV: Ir ja¯skata¯s , lai pakalpojumi bu¯tu [ k o n k u r e¯ t s p e¯ j ı¯ g i ] cenas zin, a¯ .
TR: Bu kamp alanında [ d e p o l a r ı n ] dışında iki ev var .
EL: Αφήστε το ένα τρίτο του χρόνου [ α γ ό ρ ε υ σ η ς ] για piραγματιkές συζητήσεις .
RU: Недалеко от [ д а о с к о г о ] храма Чэнхуанмяо раньше находился рынок .
ID: [ S i n d a n g h a y u ] adalah desa di kecamatan Takokak Cianjur Jawa Barat Indonesia .
EN: the economy is down and when [ e n r o n ] collapses , the energy industry is going to be
in a world of hurt .
ES: Por eso , esto se [ p r o f u n d i z a r a ] con la ayuda inestimable de todos nosotros .
Table 2: The behavior of the attention mechanisms (characters and contexts) trained on both tasks differs between
languages. OOV words are in bold between brackets. All shown examples are well classified by our model. A
slight temperature has been added to the softmax to help distinguish the relative importance of each element. Shown
languages are Kazakh (KK), Latvian (LV), Turkish (TR), Greek (EL), Russian (RU), Indonesian (ID), English (EN),
Spanish (ES).
3All examples can be found at
https://goo.gl/CQuX16.
